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A complete menu of Vons Chicken Aurora from Aurora covering all 16 courses and drinks can be found here on
the food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What Lala hathaway likes about Vons Chicken Aurora:
So this place is freakin delicious. Way better than the corporate Korean chicken spots around town. Just saying if
your standard for Korean food is bonchon or daegee you will love this. Been there 5 times now, pretty consistent

food every time too. Highlyrecommend the spicy garlic wings. read more. The premises in the restaurant are
wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations, and there is complimentary

WiFi. What Mama G doesn't like about Vons Chicken Aurora:
Really disappointed with my order today. I ordered fried Padak chic, Garlic soy and oven roasted garlic. It was
overcooked making it dry and the batter seems to have change. Over all taste was not good like before. After

spending $100+ thru Uber eats. I don't know if I will order here again. Never had issues in the past but this just
made me feel like it was a waste of money and not satisfied at all. read more. Lovers of Korean cuisine are right

at home here: The range includes Kimchi, a variety of diverse variations of Bibimbap, alongside a multitude of
delicious Jjigae that enchant the taste buds, Furthermore, the visitors love the successful combination of different
menus with new and partially experimental ingredients - a nice example of successful Asian Fusion. The meals

are prepared typically Asian, Many customers are particularly looking forward to the diverse, fine Mexican
cuisine.
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Salad�
COLESLAW

Sala�
COLE SLAW

Sid� dishe�
HOT SAUCE

Starter� & Salad�
WINGS

Chicke�
CHICKENWINGS

India�
BUTTER CHICKEN

Chicke� mai� dishe�
GARLIC CHICKEN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Hauptgericht� - Chicke�
FRIED CHICKEN

Restauran� Categor�
MEXICAN

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

RICE

KIMCHI

GARLIC

BUTTER

HONEY
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